ENTSO-E and ACER public consultation

ESTELA reply to the public consultation “Role of stakeholders in the implementation of network codes and related guidelines, and in particular the establishment of European Stakeholder Committees for network code implementation” launched by ENTSO-E and ACER

ESTELA, the European Solar Thermal Electricity Association, is the voice of the European STE/CSP industry. From its office in Brussels, ESTELA provides a single point of contact to stakeholders dealing with energy policy for all matters related to STE. ESTELA welcomes the proposal for the creation of three permanent European Stakeholder Committees as outlined in the call for a public consultation and suggests the following:

- Ensure the committees involve members across the entire electricity sector, in particular the committee dedicated to the market codes needs to accommodate different market participants adequately.
- Ensure transparency on the selection process for parties admitted to the committees as well as transparency on diverse feedback in the committees to ensure that all perspectives are documented and visible for decision makers.
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